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There are very few jobs that give you an opportunity to get a good recognition. Serving the country
is the dream of many people but very few of them get a chance to live it.  If you have a strong
motivation and zeal to excel then a good Career in SSB is the perfect option for your future. A
student has to educationally qualify for appearing in the exam of SSB. The SSB makes you a high
ranking officer in the Indian army.

The procedure

The candidates have to fill out the form for appearing in the SSB exams. The governing body then
sends call letters to the candidates for appearing the exams. After clearing the written examination,
the successful candidates have to pull off a hard medical and physical ability test to get recruited by
the Indian army. The SSB comprise of all the units of the armed forces which include Air, water and
land forces.

Career and benefits

The people who work for the Indian Army get a lot of leisureâ€™s and perk so a career in SSB might
safeguard your future with high integrity. When you become the officer in Indian army, you get a lot
of respect amongst the people as you are serving your mother land. Career in SSB opens a lot of
options for you especially when you are from the technical background. There are a lot of vacancies
for the engineers and doctors in the SSB and most of them get recruited at an early stage. When s
student completes school studies, they can be directly recruited by the SSB for engineering or
doctor discipline. The students then pursue their engineering and medical studies with the colleges
that are affiliated with the Indian army. After the completing of training and studies, the students are
placed as technical engineers and doctors with the Indian army.

Career in SSB presents one of the most secure and safe career options for an individual so if you
are looking to take your career to new height then start preparing for SSB examinations. With a
good intelligence and good aptitude skills, one can easily crack the interviews and written
examinations. The choice of career begins when you apply for the post as you have different
options. If a candidateâ€™s qualification meets the criteria of Air force, then they can surely make a
good carrier as a fighter pilot. SSB not only gives a secured future but also earns you the respect
that one other job can give.
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